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TASK 1: AUSTRALIA’S INVOLVEMENT IN THE LEAD UP AND IN THE BATTLE OF AMIENS  
THE SOMME CAMPAIGN  
 
Divisions involved  
1st, 2nd and 4th Divisions  
 
Casualties  

● German: 500,000  
● British Empire: 420,000  
● French: 200,000  

  
Progression 

● Began 01 Jul 1916  
● Constant heavy shelling had been ordered on the morning of the attack  
● Some 250 000 shells were fired on the Germans in little under an hour  
● The barrage was so intense it could be heard from London  
● Gave the Germans an indication that an attack was imminent  
● Some 70 000 allied troops were wounded or KIA  
● Scale of attack led to the Germans transferring 2 divisions and 60 heavy guns from Verdun  
● French more successful due to  

■ the element of surprise  
■ an increased experience of offensive action  
■ a larger number of heavy guns  
■ an effective use of counter battery fire  

● In 4 months, some 3 million fighters left 1 million dead and all that was achieved was a 
stalemate some 10 kms into German territory  

● First implementation of tank warfare  
  
Map of conflict 
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BATTLE OF VILLERS BRETONNEUX  
AUSTRALIAN DIVISIONS INVOLVED  

● 33rd to 36th, 43rd, 50th to 52nd, 57th to 60th Australian Infantry Battalion  
 
CASUALTIES 

● German: 8000-10400  
● Australian: 2473  
● Britain: 9529  
● French: 3500  

  
PROGRESSION 

● In the winter of 1917, the Bolshevik Revolution meant that one of Germany’s adversaries was 
eliminated.  In the period which followed, the German army scrambled to re-deploy hundreds of 
thousands of troops to the Western Front before the US could fully establish themselves.  

● The German offensive ‘Michael’ had begun on 21 March 1918 in an attempt to capture the 
strategic area of Amiens.  

● In a few short days, the Germans had broken through British lines after the British wrongly 
thought the attack would be spread out rather than concentrated in one area.  

● The Germans were nearly clear of allied troops and free to take Amiens  
● The Battle of Villers Bretonneux was a desperate act by the Allies to halt the successful German 

offensive  
● It was split into 2 battles  

○ The first was fought from the 30th March - 5th April 1918  
■ Also called the second Battle of the Somme, during this offensive, the 

Germans regained all of the land they lost in the Somme and were 10 
miles away from Amiens. They wanted to gain Villers Bretonneux  

○ The second was fought from the 24th - 25th April 1918    
■ The town of Villers Bretonneux was recaptured and the Germans halted 

their offensive  
● During these battles the Australians were instrumental in plugging the hole created by the weary 

British defence and to halt the offensive in their sector of Villers Bretonneux which they 
succeeded in doing  

● They forced the German retreat away from Villers Bretonneux  
● The town now celebrates ANZAC Day every year and has a sign written in one of their schools 

saying “Do not forget Australia”  
 
MAP OF BATTLEFIELD 
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BATTLE OF HAMEL  
 

"The quiet was interrupted on July 4th by the Battle of Hamel, one of the most remarkable-if largely 
forgotten because comparatively bloodless-operations of the war"  

G.J. Meyer-A World Undone  
AUSTRALIAN DIVISIONS INVOLVED  

● No. 3 Squadron, Australian Flying Corps  
● 21st to 25th, 27th, 42nd, 43rd Australian Infantry Battalion  

  
CASUALTIES  
Allied-1400  
German-2000 (of which 1600 were taken prisoner)  
  
ROLE OF THE AFC  

● Fourth Army approached 3 SQN to develop an airborne ammunition resupply system  
● RE-8 bomb racks were modified and thus munitions could be delivered with relative accuracy  
● 04 Jul 18 some 90 boxes of ammunition dropped to machine gunners  

 

 

 

 
-An account of the days efforts as provided by the unit diaries of Number 3 SQN AFC  
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PROGRESSION 
● Planned to be executed on 04 Jul 18  
● Prime Minister Billy Hughes visits 02 Jul 18 to sack Monash  

■ Monash undermined by Charles Bean  
■ Won PM’s support by explaining the meticulous planning involved  

● To win the battle, Hamel and its surrounding high ground must be taken  
● Executes gas attacks in week preceding onslaught-training germans to react in a predictable 

manner  
■ Put gas masks on-limit visibility-give Australians a tactical advantage  

● Fully synchronised artillery barrage begins at 0310 hrs  
■ Left Germans effectively blind, deaf and ineffective  

● Sound of advancing tanks masked by old, noisy aircraft conducting flypasts  
● Infantry advanced behind armour  
● Massive psychological impact  

○ German troops curled up and refused to fight out of terror  
● 0328 hrs-Enter village of Hamel  
● Ammunition resupplied by air-drop-allowed offensive to continue  
● 0443 hrs-High ground at rear of Hamel taken  
● Whole offensive planned/predicted by Monash to last 90 minutes- took 93.  

  
MAP OF BATTLEFIELD 

 

-Parachute used to deploy munitions 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONFLICT     
● What was learnt from them?  

○ Hamel served as a proof of concept, that Monash’s revolutionary approach to warfare 
actually worked and could be highly successful  

○ The life of the fighting soldier must be preserved at all costs 
● How did it shape the decision-making process? 

○ Highlighted the necessity for meticulous planning and the consideration of every detail  
 
“I wonder if it is possible for you to realise the scope and scale, the dynamic splendour of a modern battle. 
 No mere words can convey any idea of it or of the complexity of the organisation required to coordinate 
the action of the twenty thousand people and all their different weapons.”  

-Monash  
  
"Hamel has been called the first truly modern battle. It became the model for later British operations, a 
brochure describing Monash's tactics was distributed to every officer in the BEF [British Expeditionary 
Forces]"  

-G.J. Meyer A World Undone  
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BATTLE OF AMIENS  
 
‘The most planned operation in the history of warfare’  

-Roland Perry OAM  
 
LEAD UP TO AMIENS  

● Conducted guerrilla warfare  
● Silent night time raids on German trenches-Australians earned the title of ghosts  
● Psychological warfare - Monash stressed that they must gain a psychological advantage over 

the enemy as well as a tactical advantage, however this also proved to have a significant effect 
on his own men’s psychological state as well as the enemies  

● Had a dehumanising effect on the Australians  
● Germans retaliated with massive gas attacks  

  
AUSTRALIAN DIVISIONS INVOLVED 

● No. 3 Squadron, Australian Flying Corps  
● 13th Australian Light Horse Regiment  
● 1st to 60th Australian Infantry Battalion  

 
CASUALTIES 

Australians-3000  
Other allies-9000  
Germans-27000  

  
ROLE OF AFC 

● Kept the Australian Corps HQ supplied with information-annotated maps  
● Flew low over the enemy lines to drown out the noise of the advancing tanks  
● Lay smoke screens and attacked machine gun nests  
● Called in and directed artillery fire  

 
 -An account of the days actions from the unit diaries of No 3 SQN AFC 
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PROGRESSION 
● 100 000 troops and over 100 tanks formed up in absolute silence  
● Aerial reconnaissance conducted to locate exact positions of enemy artillery  
● Opening salvo of 2000 guns destroyed said artillery  

○ Element of surprise - guns were aimed precisely using mathematics rather than sighting 
rounds that would have given away the attackers position, succeeded in aiming and 
hitting target first time.  

● Heavy ground mist concealed advance  
○ Coupled with smoke shells  

● The offensive was a complete and utter surprise  
● German responses were inadequate and disorganised  
● A gap almost 20 km wide had been driven through German defences  
● This was the beginning of the allied advance that would see 116 towns liberated throughout 

North Western France, pushing the German line back past Montbrehain and the infamous 
stronghold of Mont Saint-Quentin  

● Hundreds of field guns were captured 
  
EFFECT 
The 8th of August 1918 was called “de Schwarzer tag des deutschen heeres”- “The black day of the 
German Army” (General Erich Ludendorff).  This was the day more reasoned of German High Command 
realised that the fighting machine that was the German Army was irreparably broken. 
  
 MAP OF BATTLEFIELD 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BATTLE 
● Although this battle was not fought in Amiens, it was the Battle dedicated to protecting the town of 

Amiens. Amiens was a strategic position that housed a railway leading straight into Paris; the Allies 
fiercely protected this position and the Germans fought desperately for it as they knew it was the 
Allied forces source of supplies and also would leave Paris and the adjoining ports very vulnerable. 
Whoever held this position was set to have the pivotal strategic position in France and could 
ultimately decide the outcome of the war.  

● The Battle of Villers Bretonneux put a stop of the blistering German offensive whilst Amiens was 
viewed as the ‘beginning of the end’ for the German advance.  

● In 100 days from the date of this battle, there would be an armistice signed and the Germans would 
declare surrender. 

● Significance of tactics -  
○ Major General Heinz Guderian studied Monash’s tactics from the Battle of Amiens and 

turned it into what would become known as Blitzkrieg-Lightning Warfare. 
○ The style of mobile warfare that proved successful in these battles is still used today in 

modern warfare. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-28cm railway gun know as “Amiens Gun” captured 08 Aug 1918 near Harbonnieres, Somme Valley  
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INDIVIDUAL STORY  
LT JOHN GOULD-TAYLOR  
  

 
  
SERIALS  
Name: John Gould-Taylor  
Rank: Lieutenant  
Regimental Number: 30589  
Born: 15 June 1897  
Enlisted:19 years 3 months  
Occupation at Enlistment:Student (Not an apprentice)  
Marital Status: Single  
Religion: Presbyterian  
Location of Enlistment: Young, NSW  
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FAMILY  
Father: Deceased on enlistment – Rev. W Gould-Taylor  
Mother (NOK): Marion (Mary) Gould-Taylor (nee Paterson)  
Only son of Mrs Gould-Taylor  
Lived at 11 Grand View Grove  
Upper Hawthorn VIC  
Originally from Young, NSW  
   
EARLY LIFE  
-John ‘Jack’ Gould Taylor was born in Young, New South Wales on 15 June 1897 to parents the Reverend 
William Gould-Taylor, and his wife Marion Gould-Taylor (nee Paterson).  
  
ENLISTMENT  
-Enlisted 18 Sep 1916  
-Upon enlistment, Gould-Taylor was studying at the at the University of Melbourne and had previously 
been a member of the Citizen’s Forces University of Melbourne regiment.  
-The decision to enlist came at the halfway point of the war.  
-His mother consented for her only son to enlist (top left page 12)  
 
-Father had no say in his enlistment due to passing away in 1905  
-Was mustered into Field Artillery Reinforcements in Maribyrnong 2 Oct 1916  
-Became a driver within the 22nd Reinforcements to 1st DAC (Divisional Ammunition Column)  
-On 23 Nov 1916, Departed Australia from Melbourne onboard HMAT Hororata bound for England (top 
right page 12) 
-Disembarked Plymouth, England 29 Jan 1918, over a month after embarking in Melbourne  
-Transferred to the Australian Flying Corps (AFC) 1 Aug 1917. Graduated as a pilot 30 Nov 1917, 
appointed Flying Officer (Pilot), which was at that stage equivalent to a 2LT in the AIF.  
-Subsequently promoted to LT 12 Apr 1918  
  
  
MERITORIOUS ACTIONS  
-Awarded DFC posthumously 2 Nov 1918. As quoted from War Honours for the A.I.F  
-On the 28th August, when on reconnaissance this officer was attacked by five Fokker biplanes, with 
characteristic boldness and skill he drove them off, shooting down one out of control. He then continued 
reconnaissance, sending out  calls on three hostile batteries (which were neutralised), six parties of 
transport, and two trains. During recent operations this officer has rendered most valuable service in 
sending down calls, displaying keenness of observation and great power of endurance. While on this duty 
he never hesitated to attack the enemy as opportunity occurred.  
  
DEATH  
-After departing for a 6am artillery patrol on 3 Oct 1918, LT Gould-Taylor and his navigator LT B. Thomson 
were allegedly struck by an enemy shell  
-No conclusive proof was recovered until 6 Oct 1918, when the R.E.8 being flown by Gould-Taylor was 
found crashed at Folemprise Farm  
-It was unclear from the crash scene what the cause of the crash was  
-Bodies of Gould-Taylor and Thomson were buried beside the aircraft  
-SGT Gyngell of Ward 9, Harefield made a statement confirming Gould-Taylor as KIA on 3 Oct 1918 (see 
bottom, centre image of page 12) 
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TASK 2: HOW IS THE FIRST WORLD WAR REMEMBERED IN OUR COUNTRY – PHOTO JOURNAL  
 
 
  

Picture  What does it mean?  Suggested Caption  URL  

Shows our strong traditions of 
commemoration for those who 
have fought, served and 
sacrificed in war. This particular 
mage highlights the young 
supporting the old.  

From one generation to the next, passing 
he memories of sacrifice, courage, 
hardship and loyalty. 

http://i.daily
mail.co.uk/i/p
x/2016/04/2

5/08/338304
6600000578-
3556576-ima
ge-a-3_14615
70007981.jpg 

A chance to reflect, to remember 
heir fallen friends and to hope 
hat their sacrifice shall not be in 
vain 

We will remember them. 
https://www.
awm.gov.au/c
ommemorati
on/customs-a
nd-ceremony
/poppies   

This image shows the 
commitment of Australians to 
honouring those who came 
before, who gave their todays so 
we might have a tomorrow 

A solemn promise is uttered at every 
commemorative ceremony,  
A three word promise never to let history 
epeat itself, Lest We Forget  

https://www.
awm.gov.au/c
ommemorati
on/speeches/
anzac-day-da
wn-2017  
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